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When Steve Johnson walked through the Frisco Convention 
Center during the 2017 Tucker Rocky | Biker’s Choice Dealer 
& Brand Expo, he felt like he was visiting old friends. He felt 
the positive energy that flowed through the Expo. He could 
see how energized the suppliers were, enjoyed hearing 
the sales reps talk enthusiastically about what they were 
seeing and learning. He was encouraged by the exciting 
forward momentum the company is experiencing.

In seventeen years, Tucker Rocky has come a long way.

A ROUGH ROAD

In October 2000, Steve Johnson joined Tucker Rocky 
| Biker’s Choice as the company’s new president. The 
company was in serious trouble when he was handed 
the reigns. Financial problems were compounded by 
bad inventory, frustrated dealers and suppliers, and a 
new system that crashed time and again. Add to that, 
competition which was aggressively pursuing Tucker 
Rocky’s sales force. Johnson was left with quickly needing 
to figure out how to revitalize one of the top powersports 
aftermarket parts and accessories companies.

“It was a pretty complex and tough time for the company,” 
says Johnson. “My senior management team and I had to 
determine what to do to pull the company back together. 
In order to get Tucker Rocky to the next level, we knew we 
had to fix the problems and that we had to sell.”

The start of Steve Johnson’s tenure as president was rocky 
but he was determined to make things right. “I started by 
hiring IT and Supply Chain experts, as well as others, to 
overhaul the systems and get the inventory straightened 
out,” says Johnson. “And then I reached out to former 
Tucker Rocky president Bob Nickell and brought him on as 
a consultant to help me pull things together. I learned a lot 
from Bob.”

A LOOK AT LOGISTICS

Johnson took a long hard look at what the company needed 
to do. “I was with Tucker maybe 3 or 4 months when we had 
a terrible ice storm hit the area. The systems were down 
and the staff was taking orders over the phone. I went 
downstairs and helped take orders. And promptly got “fired” 
from taking them after half a day. Everyone pulled together 
to make the company work that day and it gave me some 
insights on where to start to fix our problems.”

A cash infusion from LDI helped Johnson put a battle 
plan into motion. With help from his leadership team and 
employees throughout Tucker Rocky, he started instituting 
changes, most notably in the supply chain area of the 
company. The current method of bringing in supplies was 

The Steve Johnson Years

"At the end of the day, dealers were talking 
like we were talking. They were talking like 
they were part of TR."

analyzed and changed to a break-bulk model. “The new 
model gave us the ability to manage our inventory better 
and get transportation in line,” he says. And he looked at 
the relationships Tucker Rocky had with its dealers and 
suppliers to pinpoint how to encourage those relationships 
to grow. “We had to have what the dealers wanted in our 
warehouse. And that pushed Tucker Rocky to reevaluate our 
portfolio of products,” he says.
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THE CUSTOMER SPEAKS

“I called a meeting with about 10 medium and large 
dealers from around the country and sat them down, 
asking them a single question: What do you need? I 
expected to hear things like lower prices, but their reply 
was totally different,” Johnson recalls. “They said, ‘We 
need good inventory, product that’s available, sales reps 
that can spend time with us and teach us how to do a 
better job. We need education.’ At the end of the day, 
dealers were talking like we were talking. They were 
talking like they were part of TR.”

“We began to encourage our sales reps to be brave in 
making recommendations to the dealers, looking at  
what the dealers had in their shop and offering them 
products they may not have tried previously. We want 
our sales reps to take the dealer out of their comfort 
zone in order to grow sales.”

It’s a concept that has worked. Dealers had the chance 
to try new items, to change up their product line, to see 
what their customers were looking for. It allowed them 
to see that Tucker Rocky was a true partner with them 
and it opened new doors. “Our dealers really respected 
the fact that we were on their side and truly a partner 
with them. I feel that was a turning point with our 
dealers,” comments Johnson.

Johnson did the same with their suppliers. In his eyes, 
they were another form of customer and he reached 
out to them to build lasting relationships, discussing 
methods of driving sales of their products, showing them 
that Tucker Rocky was also their partner. “We sat down 
with our suppliers and learned everything there was to 
know about their products, passing on that education 
to our sales force,” says Johnson. “We instituted video 

training to help both our sales force and our dealers learn 
about the products they were dealing with."

IT’S ALL ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS

“This industry is still a lot about relationships. 
Relationships really do matter. Relationships can get you 
through some tough spots and relationships can help 
you grow.” Johnson is a firm believer in the relationships 
that have been built between Tucker Rocky, its dealers, 
suppliers and the employees who work for the company.

“Relationships are also very important between the 
sales rep and the dealership. The guy changing oil in the 
back of the shop could be the General Manager of the 
shop tomorrow. Get to know everyone in the shop,” he 
encourages. “The thing that allowed me to put the company 
back together again was the relationship our sales team 
had with the dealers. It was that relationship that bought 
us time to figure out how to get the problems I inherited 
when I came aboard fixed and help make Tucker Rocky what 
it is today.”

“The thing that was most amazing to me was through of all 
the ups and downs in that time period, we had dealers that 
absolutely wanted Tucker Rocky to survive. They wanted us 
to do well. They didn’t necessarily like the alternatives they 
had in the marketplace. They knew we were in deep trouble, 
but they were trying to stick with us as best they could. At 
the end of the day, the dealers stuck with Tucker Rocky, 
the suppliers stayed with Tucker Rocky and the sales reps 
stayed with Tucker Rocky,” says Johnson fondly.

It’s because of those relationships that the company is 
thriving today.
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Tucker Rocky/Biker’s Choice is committed 
to earning our leadership position in the 
Powersports Industry every day by providing 
value-added services with courtesy and 
integrity. Our desire to be your trusted and 
reliable source for after-market parts and 
apparel is second to none.

Our Core Values

Integrity – We pledge that honest and ethical 
principles will guide our actions and decisions 
at all times.

Respect and Dignity – We will treat our 
customers, vendors and employees as we 
would want to be treated.

Dealer Centric – We will consider and take 
into account our customers’ needs while 
constantly striving to provide exceptional 
service and added value.

Teamwork – We will work with our customers 
to ensure their long-term success. 

Accountability – We will accept responsibility 
for our actions and performance, if there’s an 
issue, we will make it right.

Continuous Innovation and Improvement –  
We will continually earn our future position by 
pioneering new solutions that provide direct 
benefit to our customers.

Our Service Commitment

Reliability – We will stock the products you 
need and that your customers demand in a 
Distribution Center close to you.

Timely – We will ship orders received within  
the published cut-offs the same day.

Quality – We will package products with the 
utmost care to avoid transit damage.

Protection of Confidential Information

Privacy – We will never share our customer’s 
confidential account information, ever, it’s as 
simple as that. We will respect the privacy of 
our customer’s information and promise that 
it will not be shared with any other dealer or 
powersports entity of any kind.

DEALER BILL OF RIGHTS
WE VALUE YOUR BUSINESS – ALWAYS HAVE, ALWAYS WILL.

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR PRINTED ERRORS

INFORMATION ABOUT FEDERAL AND STATE NOISE AND EMISSIONS LAWS
Federal and state noise and emissions laws regulate modifications that affect emissions from motor vehicles, including motorcycles. Before purchasing any emissions-related products for use in California, you should carefully review the information provided 
herein as California law prohibits the installation and use of many after market emissions-related parts on California highways, and authorizes the recovery of substantial fines and penalties against those who violate California emissions laws. Modifications that 
increase vehicle emissions can be illegal in certain states in addition to California. 

• The exhaust parts in this catalog are generally not legal for sale, or use in California, unless such parts are installed on vehicles that did not come originally equipped with a catalytic converter OR such parts either have received Executive Order (“EO” from 
CARB’s Executive Officer or are installed on racing vehicles which are never used upon California highways. Do not purchase,sell, install or use any of the exhaust parts in this catalog in California unless you have determined that on or more of these conditions 
apply. End use customers should check with the manufacturers of their vehicles or CARB to determine whether such vehicles came originally equipped with catalytic converters.
• California law generally prohibits the removal of catalytic converters from motorcycles that are used in California. 
• In California, it is generally illegal to replace an OEM exhaust part that contains a catalytic converter with an after market part that does not contain a catalytic converter.
• Aftermarket exhaust parts intended for installation on non-catalyst equipped motorcycles are generally presumed to be legal for sale, installation and use in California.
• Aftermarket slip-on mufflers that do not contain catalytic converters are generally legal for use in California unless the muffler being replaced contained a catalyst.
• Aftermarket exhaust parts that contain catalytic converters are generally illegal for sale, installation and use unless they have been exempted and certified by CARB’s Executive Officer. Lists of exempted products are available on CARB’s website and can be 
accessed via the hyper links provided below
• California’s air pollution control requirements do not generally apply to “racing vehicles,” which are used in closed course competitions and are never used on California highways.
 
“Add-on” and “Modified” Parts 
California emissions laws prohibit the installation, sale, advertising, and on- and off-highway use of any “add-on” or “modified” emissions-related part (e.g., exhaust parts or systems) on any pollution-controlled vehicle unless either (a) the part has received 
an exemption from the Executive Officer (“EO”) of the California Air Resources Board (“CARB”) or (b) the part is installed on a racing vehicle which is never used upon a highway. See California Vehicle Code §§ 27156 and 38391; see also 13 CCR §§ 2220-2225 
(“aftermarket parts”regulations). An “emissions-related part” is defined to mean “any automotive part, which affects any regulated emissions from a motor vehicle which is subject to California or federal emissions standards.” 13 CCR § 1900(3). A “modified 
part” is defined to mean “any aftermarket part intended to replace an original equipment emissions-related part and which is not functionally identical to the original equipment part in all respects which in any way affect emissions, excluding a consolidated 
part.” 13 CCR § 1900(b)(14). An “add-on” part is defined to mean “any aftermarket part which is not a modified part or a replacement part.” A “racing vehicle” is defined to mean “ 
a competition vehicle not used on public highways.” California Health & Safety Code § 43001.

A “replacement part” is defined to mean “any after market part intended to replace an original equipment emission-related part and which is functionally identical to the original equipment part in all respects which in any way affect emissions.”13 CCR § 1900(b)
(20). Replacement parts are presumed to be legal for use on pollution controlled vehicles and do not require CARB exemptions. See 13 CCR § 2221; see also CARB’s “Replacement Parts Guidelines – After market, Performance and Add-On Parts Regulations.”  

In California, exhaust systems (headers or mufflers) intended for installation on non-catalyst equipped motorcycles are considered by CARB to be “replacement parts” and comply with emissions regulations enforced by CARB, provided that all emission 
controls originally connected to the exhaust manifold are reconnected to the exhaust system and are functioning properly. Similarly, “ 
slip-on”mufflers are generally legal for use in California as “replacement parts” unless the muffler being replaced contained a catalyst. Before purchasing any exhaust products in this catalog, check with the vehicle manufacturer to determine whether the vehicle 
came originally equipped with a catalytic converter. Before purchasing any slip-on muffler products in this catalog, check with the vehicle manufacturer to determine whether the OEM muffler contains a catalyst.

CARB Executive Orders 
The manufacturers of after market “add-on” and “modified” parts are responsible for obtaining exemptions from CARB. Any “add-on” or “modified” emissions-related parts contained in this catalog that are subject to noise or emissions laws may or may not 
have been evaluated and/or exempted by CARB or other applicable enforcement agencies.

For a list of CARB Executive Orders by device (except for catalytic converters), see http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/aftermkt/devices/amquery.php

Disclaimer 
As a distributor, Tucker Rocky makes no representation or warranty with respect to whether the items in this catalog are legal for sale, installation or on-highway use in California or in any other state. Customers that purchase, install, and use the emissions-
related products in this catalog must comply with all applicable laws. When purchasing, installing and using add-on or modified after market parts, the purchaser is responsible for ensuring that such parts are “replacement parts,” have received CARB 
exemptions or will be installed on racing vehicles which are never used upon California highways. Consult with the manufacturer as to any such exemptions before purchasing any add-on or modified emissions-related parts for use in California or 
elsewhere.

For additional information about the sale and use of aftermarket exhaust systems in California, see the Motorcycle Industry Council’s responses to “Frequently Asked Questions about aftermarket Exhaust Systems for Motorcycles and ATVs in California. 

A SUCCESS
2017 DEALER AND BRAND EXPO

With nearly 1000 dealer attendees and  
more than 160 apparel, parts and accessories 
vendors, the 2017 Tucker Rocky | Biker’s 
Choice Dealers and Brand Expo was our  
biggest yet. Held at the Frisco Convention 
Center in Frisco, Texas, in 42,000 square  
feet of exhibition space, the Expo started  
on February 9th and wrapped up on February 
10th with a party celebrating the 50th 
anniversary of Tucker Rocky.
 
In an industry driven by relationships, the 
Expo gave us a great chance to connect with 
our dealers and our vendors. Dealers got 
to network with their peers and to discuss 
their business with knowledgeable experts 
representing some of the leading brands 
in powersports. And, they had the unique 
opportunity to learn first-hand about new 
offerings from vendors and gain an in-depth 
understanding of the products they're selling.
 
The Expo also provided access to educational 
seminars, training and roundtable discussions 
that were geared towards helping dealers grow 
their business. Each day of the show, there 
were five hour-long classes for the dealers on 
such topics as using social media and visual 
merchandising to promote their business, tips 
for engaging the customer to close the sale, 
and making the most of technology including 
Lightspeed and TRDealer 2.0.
 

In addition to the classroom training, dealers 
would visit booths with their representative 
and get a mini course in that product line from 
brand managers on hand at the show. Each  
of our sales representatives also received 
more than 20 hours of focused training  
from our vendors regarding their new product 
lines for 2017.
 
The energy and excitement on the showroom 
floor gave us every reason to consider the 
show a success! Tucker Rocky plans to 
continue the Dealer & Brand Expo on an  
annual basis.




